


Sangé Sherpa’s arrival

by bike
Volunteers and elite athletes will join
him for the last miles

Press conference: 

One more step towards

nature

Volunteer Day

- Epinoux woods / Elysium Project tours

- Rond table talk with elite athletes and Conservatory of 
Natural Areas, exchange with Nepal

- One to one with speakers

- Lunch with press, volunteers /elites…

- Activities in nature

- Rustic buffet

- Activities in nature

- Musical dinner





Sangé Sherpa will come from Switzerland, after 310 
miles by bike.

He is expected to arrive around 4p.m.

Volunteers and elite athletes will welcome him and ride 
the last miles with him. 





The VVX is involved in the protection of the old-growth
forests in the Puy de Dôme within the Sylvae project
initiated by the Conservatory of Natural Areas  by 
purchasing areas like the Epinoux woods.

Elysium is an agricultural field designed in permaculture. 
The aim is to protect the ecosystem by enabling Cecler
residents, an association helping people to integrated into
professional market, to gain skills.  
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15 eco-friendly engagements including:
- Partnership with the SNCF
- Encourage participants to carpool
- Purchase local products from less than 186 miles
- …

Protecting forests in Zimbabwe.
Protection of local old-growth forests.

532 T of carbon emissions

Transportation 
418 T

Inputs
84 T



The VVX strengthens its engagement towards à Dawa 
Sherpa

Since 2018, when Dawa Sherpa first took part in the VVX, 
the organisation has built deep relationships with the ultra-
trailer to help people of two Nepalese villages, Taksindu and 
Chhulemu, located 264 miles from Kathmandu.



A project initiated
with Sangé Sherpa 

- Participation of a Nepalese family to the VVX.

- Give the opportunity to a family of VVX volunteers to 
explore and integrate their village.



A part of the conference will be dedicated to interview of 

the round table talks speakers.



After the press conference, VVX volunteers and partners

wil have the opportunity to meet our speakers around

the rustic buffet.





TREE CLIMBINGTRAIL / HIKE JOELETTE



ECO CHANTIERLPO KIDS WORKSHOP
GREEN CROSS 

TRAINING
LIFE-SAVING GESTURES

TRAINING



OLD-GROWTH FOREST 

TOUR

ORIENTEERING

THEME: NATURE

MAKE YOUR 

APPLE JUICE
WOODEN GAMES



PREVIEW:

VVX MUSIC

TAKE PART INTO THE

VVX PLAY
DIPLOMA CEREMONY



DINNER - CONCERT


